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I was asked to be body painted as one of the model had not turned up …….?
I started modelling about 4 years ago 

London , 10.06.2022, 10:40 Time
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My journey becoming a model
I started modelling about 4 years ago when I had an audition for a charity called chabs.when I arrived I was asked to be body painted
as one of the model had not turned up I said yes immedately .It took 6 hours to be painted and I loved every minuite .
Once painted I had to walk on a catwalk in front of lot people but I felt dressed 

I have also been a model on tv for Lisa snowden fashion
slot and have also been model for another tv channel tic modelling
For bra spanks designed for supporting the body.

I am very comfortable Infront of camera
My next big challenge is that I entered a pageant for miss equisite England in September
I love fashion my style is unique
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I joined miss sexy uk because it empowers woman and I think you can be any age and be sexy.
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